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1. INTR00ucT10~ 
Fuzzy measures and fuzzy integrals were introduced by Sugeno [2] to 
evaluate non-additive or non-linear quantity in systems engineering. The 
originally defined fuzzy measure p on a set X has the total measure 1, i.e., 
p(X) = 1, and its domain 9 is supposed to be a monotone family of sub- 
sets of X. But here we assume, for convenience as in [l], that 9 is a 
a-algebra of subsets of X and define a fuzzy measure as a set function p on 
9 which satisfies 
FM1 1 ,40)= 0, 
(FM2) E, FEN and EcF*p(E)<p(F), 
(FM3) E,EP and E,cEZc ... j~(U”E,)=lim,,,CL(E,), and 
(FM4) E, E 9, E, 2 E, 3 . . . and there exists n, such that 
The triple (X, 8, p) is called a fuzzy measure space. /A is said to be finite if 
p(X) < co and o-finite if there exists an increasing sequence of subsets {X,,} 
such that 
n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . and x= (j x,. 
n=l 
In this paper we discuss exclusively a-finite fuzzy measure spaces. 
Sugeno’s method of constructing fuzzy measures is interesting. It uses a 
set function g, (- 1 < t < co) defined on a monotone family 9 such that 
g,(Eu F) = g,(E) + g,(F) + t .g,(E) g,(F) 
for E., FEN with EnF=@. 
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In this paper we consider another construction method by which fuzzy 
measures would be obtained in a straightforward manner. It is an analogy 
of the following fact in the measure theory. If (A’, 9, /A) is an ordinary 
measure space, then the set function 3, defined by 
is also a measure on (X, 9) whenever ,f’ is non-negative and p-integrable. 
This principle could be applied to he fuzzy case. We denote the fuzzy 
integral which will be defined in Section 2 by the same notation as the 
usual one, and understand Eq. (1) in this “fuzzy” sense hereafter. Then our 
question is what kind of functions makes E. a fuzzy measure when 1 is given 
by (1). This question will be answered in Theorem 1 under a restrictive 
assumption on the fuzzy measure ~1, though the restriction seems 
reasonable in most natural cases. 
Wang [3] introduced the concept of autocontinuity of set functions and 
proved several convergence theorems of fuzzy integrals, in which various 
types of autocontinuity play important roles. In Section 3 we show that 
some of those types of autocontinuity and other properties of a fuzzy 
measure p are preserved by the set function A defined by (1). 
In the last section we examine how fuzzy integrals are used to construct 
fuzzy measures, and a simple example of the fuzzy measures obtained by 
ordinary functions will be given at the end of the section. 
2. FUZZY MEASURES INDUCED BY FUZZY INTEGRALS 
Let (X, 9, p) be a o-finite fuzzy measure space and fixed through this 
section. 
DEFINITION 1. Let f be an P-measurable non-negative extended real- 
valued function on X, and let E E 9. The fuzzy integral iEfdp off over E 
with respect to p is defined by 
s f&= sup [a A PL({f>/tl} nE)l, (2) E o<a<m 
where {f>~} = {x~X:f(x)a~1} and “A” (resp. “v”) denotes “min” 
(resp. “ma,“). For the original definition of fuzzy integrals the reader 
should refer to [2], and for the generalized efinitions, for example, to [ 11. 
For a given and fixed function 5 the fuzzy integral (2) determines a set 
function 1, on .9-: 
$(E) = j/G EEF. (3) 
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$is called the set function induced by f (and CL). Throughout the paper A is 
used instead of 4, if there is no confusion, and all the integrals should be 
understood in the sense of (2). 
The following proposition is an easy consequence of the defining Eqs. (2) 
and (3). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 1 be the set function induced by j Then 
(i) cI A p((f>ct}nE)</l(E)<a A p({f>a}nE) for any cr>O 
and EE 9, 
(ii) A(E) 6 p(E) for any EE F, and in particular A(@) = 0, 
(iii) E, FEB and EcF=A(E)<A(F). 
The inequality in (ii) above implies that the induced set function I is 
absolutely continuous with respect o the original fuzzy measure p, or A<< p
(see [4, p. 1241 for the definition of absolute continuity). The following 
proposition gives an equivalent condition of the inverse relation p < 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let p satisfy the condition 
E,FEF and p(E)=p(F)=O+p(EuF)=O. (4) 
Then, ~41 ifand only ifp({f=O})=O. 
Proof: The “only if” part is trivial because A( { f = 0)) = 0. Now let 
p({f=O))=O and p(E)>O. Since 
lim p({f~l/n}nE)=p({f>O}nE)>O 
n-a: 
by the condition (4), there exists a,>0 such that p( {f>tq,} n E) >O. 
Hence the inequality 
I(E)2cc, A p({fka,}nE)>O 
follows, which completes the proof of the “if” part. 
Remark. Without the condition (4), the “if” part of the proposition is 
not true. Let X=(1,2}, p(X)=l, and &{1})=~({2})=0. Then a 
function f which takes values f ( 1) = 0 and f (2) = 1, for example, induces a 
set function ;1 with A(X) = 0. 
We are interested in the case where 1 also becomes a fuzzy measure by 
choosing an appropriate function f when fuzzy measure p is given. The first 
two properties (FMl) and (FM2) are always satisfied as stated in 
Proposition l(ii) and (iii), and also (FM3) because of Theorem I below, 
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which was proved by Ralescu and Adams [l] in a restricted form, and 
then by Wang [3]. 
THEOREM I [ 1, Theorem 1; 3, Theorem 131. Let if,*} be an increasing 
sequence of non-negative functions. Then 
The following proposition is a direct corollary of this theorem. Note that 
jEfdp=!XXEfd p, where xE denotes the characteristic function of E. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 1 be the set function induced by f, then 
E,cE2c . . ..E.,EF-A 
The last property (FM4) does not hold for an induced set function 2 
unless f satisfies some conditions. To investigate those conditions, the 
following theorem is very helpful. 
THEOREM II [3, Theorem 143. If {f,} d IS ecreasing and converges to f 
on EE S, and if there exists n, and a constant c 6 JEf dp such that 
p({f,,>c}nE)<oo, then 
For a given p, we define a family of functions FM(p) as the set of those 
non-negative measurable functions f which satisfy 
P(Wf<PW~ foranyaand/?withO<cr<b. 
FM(p) contains a wide class of functions. If X= R (the real line) and if p is 
the Lebesgue measure on X, then the function f v 0 is contained in FM(p) 
whenever f is p-integrable in the ordinary sense. If p is finite, every 
measurable non-negative function belongs to FM(p). 
THEOREM 1. Let (X, P, p) be a a-finite fuzzy measure space satisfying 
the condition 
P(E) < ~0 and p(F)<cc =-p(EuP)< CO. (5) 
Then the following three statements are equivalent: 
6) f E FM(P), 
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(ii) if there exists E E B such that 
/4{fWnW- 
for some a > 0, then (6) is true for any a > 0, 
(iii) the set function I induced by f is a fuzzy measure. 
ProoJ: (i)o (ii): Let fE FM(p), and let EEF fulfill 
A{f2acl,bE)<~ for some a0 > 0. 
Then we have 
~({f~o:}nE)~CL(({f~a0)nE)u(a~f<a,})<co 
for any a with 0 < a < a0 by the condition (5). 
Conversely, let the statement (ii) be true, and 
~({aO~f<all)= 00 forsomea,anda,withO<a,<a,. 
(6) 
Put E=(a,<f<a,}. Then we have ~({f>a,}nE)=O, and thus 
p( (f ;s ao} n E) < GO, leading to the contradiction that 
(ii) o (iii): First we prove that 1 has the property (FM4) assuming 
(ii). Let E, IS 9, E, I E, I --., and i(E,)< co. The finiteness of l(E,) 
implies that 
k{f>a) nEl)< 00 for any a > 0. (7) 
Put E = fir= i En. In case A(E) = 0, let E > 0 be given arbitrarily. Then 
p({f2&} nE)=O, and p( { f > E} n E,) < co by (7). By the property 
(FM4) of p we have 
lim ~((f~E)nE~)=~({f~E}nE)=O, 
n-00 
which now implies that there is no such that p((f >&} n E,) <E for any 
n 2 n,,. Thus 
A(&)< sup Ca~~({f~a}~E,)]~sup[a~~({f~e}nE,)] 
OGC7C.S ESZCI 
GE for any n 2 no, 
that is, lim, _ oD A( E,) = 0 = A(E). 
Next we suppose that c = A(E) = sX xE f dp > 0. Putting 
I” = X&f, n = 1, 2, 3, . ..) 
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we obtain a decreasing sequence {,f;,)- converging to xt.f’ on X. On the 
other hand, we have 
by (7). Thus Theorem II is applied to conclude that 
,,lim=J f,h=J xEf& or lim i(E,)=A fi E, . 
X X ,1+ aa i > n=l 
Now we prove the inverse implication (iii) * (ii). Let there exist c(~, CX, 
(O<a,<cl,), and EEL such that 
A{f%,)nE)- and p({f>a,}nE)=co. 
These relations imply that 0 < A(E) < co. Take a disjoint sequence (E, > 
such that 
E= fi E, and 14%) < ~0, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
n=l 
Put F,=iJ,..E,. Then F1xFzx . . . . n,“=, F,,=@, and 
A{f>%lnF,)=~ for n = 1, 2, 3, . 
by the condition (5). On the other hand, we have 
A(E) 2 l(F,) 2 @o A p({f 2 q,} n F,) = a,, 
and hence 
lim A(F,,)~cx~>O=A 
n-02 
Thus the fuzzy measure 2 would lose the property (FM4), and the proof is 
completed. 
Remark. The condition (5) in Theorem 1 is indispensable. For example, 
let X= {1,2), ~({1>)=~({2))= 1, and p(X) = co. Then (5) is false for the 
fuzzy measure p, and every positive function on X does not belong to 
FM(p), while Af is a fuzzy measure. 
As for the fuzzy integral with respect to the induced fuzzy measure, we 
have the following theorem, which is a characterization of the induced 
measure. 
THEOREM 2. Let f E FM(p) and 1= &. Then 
(8) 
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for every non-negative measurable function g such that g(x) <f(x), x E X. 
Moreover A is the least fuzzy measure that satisfies Eq. (8). 
Proof: Since 1(E) <p(E) for any EE 9, it is clear that 
.LgdW&+. 
Conversely, we have 
Thus (8) is proved. 
Let v be another fuzzy measure satisfying (8). Then 
J(E)= jEfdp= jEfdvQv(E), EE9 
shows the last half of the theorem. 
3. THE PROPERTIES INHEREITED BY A, 
Let (X, 9, p) be a a-finite fuzzy measure space and I be the set function 
induced by some non-negative function f: In this section the function f is 
not supposed to be in FM(p), and in general 1 does not satisfy (FM4). The 
set function 1 has some properties in common with p. If ,u is F-additive 
(i.e., p(E u F) = p(E) v p(F), see [2]), for example, then 1 is also F-ad- 
ditive because sup,(f(a) v g(cc)) = (sup, f (a)) v (sup, g(cr)) for real-valued 
functions f and g. In this section we will present some theorems on the 
inheritance of the properties of p. 
DEFINITION 2. A set function p is called subadditive if 
,W u F) G 14~9 + 10) for any E, FE 9, 
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and null-additive if 
PL(E u F) = P(E) whenever E n F = @ and P(F) = 0 
Clearly subadditivity imlies null-additivity for a monotone set function. 
These properties of p are preserved by its induced set function L. 
THEOREM 3. If p is null-additive (resp. subadditive), then i is null- 
additive (resp. subadditive). 
Proof The inheritance of subadditivity is obvious from the definition of 
fuzzy integrals and the elementary inequality a A (b + c) da A b + a A c, 
where a, b, and c are nonnegative real numbers. 
Now let E, FEN’, EnF=(21, and A(F)=O. Then p({f>cr)nF)=O for 
any a > 0. Thus, by the null-additivity of p, we have 
A{fW ~WJFH=P({~W) nE) for any c1> 0. 
Hence n(E u F) = n(E) follows. 
DEFINITION 3. A set function p is called autocontinuous from above 
(resp. from below) if we have 
AE u En) 4 14~9 (rev. AE\E,) -, P(E)) 
whenever E E 8, E, E LP;, En E, = 0 (resp. E, c E), and p(E,) + 0 as 
n + co; p is called autocontinuous if it is autocontinuous from both above 
and below. 
If a set function p satisfying (FM2) is subadditive, then it is autocon- 
tinuous. If p is autocontinuous from above or from below, then it is null- 
additive. 
DEFINITION 4. A set function p is called uniformly autocontinuous from 
above (resp. from below) if for every E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that, 
whenever E, FEN, En F= 0 (resp. Fc E), and Ip( < 6, then 
(rev. ,uc(E) - E < p(E\ F) d p(E) + E) 
holds; p is called uniformly autocontinuous if it is uniformly autocon- 
tinuous from both above and below. 
It can be seen in the proof of [3, Theorem 31 that if p is a set function 
satisfying (FMl) and (FM2), then these three types of autocontinuity are 
equivalent. For other relations among those properties of set functions the 
reader should refer to Wang [3]. 
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THEOREM 4. If p is autocontinuous from above (resp. from below), then 1 
is autocontinuous from above (resp. from below). 
To prove the theorem we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let 0 < A(E) < co. Then there exist a and b such that 0 < 2a d 
E,(E) a: b < CC and 
I(E)= sup [u A p({f>a}nE)l. 
Proof: Choose CI > 0 with p( { f 2 a} n E) < co, put 
2a=a A p({f>a) nE), b/2 = a v p( (f > a} n E), 
and apply Proposition l(i) to obtain the inequality in the lemma, from 
which the last equation is immediately concluded. 
LEMMA 2. Let 0 < A(E) < co and let a and b satisfy the preceding lemma. 
For integers m 2 1 put 
and 
ak = k(b - a)/m + a, k = 0, 1, . . . . m, 
&AE)= SUP cak+l * .u({f>ak}nE)lj 
O<k<m-1 
L(E)= SUP cak A p({fkak+l}nE)l. 
O<k<mpl 
Then it follows that 
A(E) = lim l,JE) = lim d,(E). 
m-03 m-m 
ProoJ: For a with ak < a < ak + 1, we have 
ak A df>ak+1) nE) <aAp({fZa}nE)<a,+, ~,u({f>a~}nE, 
for k = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1, and hence 
k,(E) G A(E) < ;i,(E), m = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
by L,emma 1. Now choose m so large that a, <2a, then we get 
p({faal} nE)ba,. Indeed if p( {fa a1 } n E) < a, holds, then the con- 
tradiction 
q~)<p((f>a~} nE) v a1 =a1 <2aGA(E) 
409’132’1-7 
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follows. Thus it must be 
&,(E)=ak+l A p({fa~kj nE) for some k > 1, 
and thus 
;i,n(E) - k,tE) d elk + 1 A/d{f‘~Clk}nE)--k4 * d{f>akjnE) 
d 2(h - a)/m 
is deduced by the help of the inequality a A h-a A c < a A (b -c). NOW 
the conclusion is easily obtained. 
LEMMA 3. Let A(E,) -+ 0 as n -+ co, then 
~(if>Bl n-K)-,0 ,for any fixed j > 0. 
ProofI Fix /I > 0, and take any E with 0 <E </I. There is n, such that 
6 A p({f>E}nE,)a(E”)<E for any n 2 n,. 
This means that 
CL({f~p}nE,)~ll({f>/&}nE,)<& foranyn>n,. 
Thus the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let E, E, E F-, and l(E,) + 0. The theorem is 
trivial in case I(E)= co. Let A(E)=O, then p({f>,a> n E)=O for any 
c1> 0. Thus by the autocontinuity from above (and hence null-additivity) of 
p, we have 
E4EuE,)=sup[u A p({f>a}n(EuE,))l 
=sup[Ia A A{f2~)nE,)l 
=A.(E,)+O=I(E) as n+oo. 
Now we assume that 0 < l(E) < co. Let a and h be determined as in 
Lemma 1. By Lemma 3 and the assumption of p we have 
~({f~P)n(EuE,))~~((f~B)nE) as n-02 (9) 
for a fixed /I > 0. Thus we may choose n, such that 
K(fWn(EuEJK~ for any cr>a and n>n, 
(put /? = a in (9), and note that p( { f >, ~1) n F) is decreasing in a). Hence it 
follows that 
A(EuE,)= sup [cr A p({f>tl}n(EuE,))l for any n 2 n,. 
Zabcr<b 
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We define &,(Eu E,) and &,JEu E,) for a and b as in Lemma 2. Then 
d,(Eu E,) < A(Eu E,) < &JEu En), nan,, m = 1, 2, 3, . . . (10) 
holds. Applying (9) to uk, k =O, 1, . . . . m - 1, we obtain 
lim 1JE u E,) = sup c%f + 1 A lim P( {f> ak > n (E u &))I = L(E), n -a ‘XI O<k<m- 1 ll’cs 
and by the same way lim,&,(EuE,)=~,(E). These convergence 
equalities, together with (10) and Lemma 2, imply that 
lim, 4 m L(Eu E,) = I(E). 
The proof of the alternative statement of the theorem is similarly done. 
THEOREM 5. Zf ~1 is uniformly autocontinuous, then A is uniformly 
autocontinuous. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that I is uniformly autocontinuous from 
above because 1 fulfills (FMl) and (FM2). Let E > 0 be given. There exists 
6 > 0 such that 
/~E)--EP(EuF)<P(E)+E for any FE 9 with p(F) < 6. 
We may and do assume that 6 GE. Let I(F) < 6. The proof will be com- 
pleted if we show that 
I(EuF)<il(E)+&, EE9. (11) 
By Proposition l(i) we have 
a A A{f2a}nF)QA(F)<6 for any a > 0, 
and hence 
cL({f2a) nF)<h for any ~12 6. (12) 
In case A.(E u F) < E the inequality (11) is trivial. If A.(E u F) > E, then 
A(EuF)=sup[a~~({f~a}n(EuF))] 
c<a 
<sup [cr A {A{f>~}nE)+E}I 
esa 
by (12) and the uniform autocontinuity of p. Since ~1 A
(A(f2a}nE)+&)<tl A/.d({f2dl}nE)+&, we obtain(l1). 
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4. APPLICATION 
The construction of fuzzy measures by means of fuzzy integrals works 
well when the original fuzzy measure is easy to manipulate. From this 
viewpoint an additive measure would be most appropriate. Moreover, a 
fuzzy measure induced by an additive measure has many good properties, 
such as subadditivity, autocontinuity, and so on, as the theorems in the 
preceding section state. 
First we consider the discrete case. Let X= {x1, x2, . ..} and 9 = 2X (the 
family of all the subsets of X). Now let {p,} be a given sequence of non- 
negative numbers. We examine how a fuzzy measure 3, satisfying 
4bJ)=Pn, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . (13) 
can be represented by the fuzzy integral with respect to an additive 
measure. The existence of a measure p such that 
/4{xn~)=Pm n = 1, 2, 3, . . . (14) 
is a familiar result of the measure theory (see [4]). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (X, 9, p) he a a-finite measure space which satisfies 
(14), and let A be a set function induced by a non-negative function f and p. 
Then 
(i) Eq: (13) holdsof(x,)>p,, n= 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
(ii) A(E) = ~up~,~~A({x,,}) for E E 9 whenever f(x,) 3 p,,, 
n= 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
ProoJ (i) For a one-point set {xn} and cr>O, we have 
A{f~~ln{x,l)=Oorp, according as f(x,) < 01 or not, and thus 
~({&))=suPE~ A P({fW f-l {-%>,I 
=f (x,) A P”? n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
From this equation the statement (i) is obvious. 
(ii) By Theorem 2 and the statement (i), we may assume that 
f(x,) =p, for every n. Let EEB and put p(E)=s~p,~~.f(x,,). 
Equivalently we have p(E) = supEpn = supE A( {x~}). Our purpose is to 
show that I(E) = p( E). 
In case p(E) = co, it is easily verified that A(E) = co. Let p(E) < co. Then 
we have 
d{f2a)nEE)=dB25)=0 for any 01> p(E). (15) 
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Now let a<p(E). It holds trivially that 
P,=~({x,})~~({f~a}nE) foranyx,E{f>O:}nE. 
In case X,E E\{f>cr}, take X,E {facr} n E, and then we get 
~n=f(xn)<a~~m~~((f~~~)nEE), 
Thus we obtain 
P(E)= supp,<A{fk~lnE) 
x, E E 
for any c1< p(E), 
which implies, together with (15), that 
A(E)= sup [U A p({f>~l} n E)] = sup c( =p(E). 
O<rsp(E) O<a-Gp(E) 
Thus the proof is completed. 
Sugeno [2] presented an F-additive set function Y, which is defined on a 
general measurable space (X, 9) as 
Y(E) = sup h(x), EEP-, (16) 
x E E 
where h: X+ [0, l] is an F-measurable function. Proposition 4 concerns 
the special case of this example, though h has a larger range there. If X is 
continuous, say, a real interval, and if inf,. , h(x) > 0 for some subinterval 
Z, then the set function defined by (16) does not satisfy (FM4). In fact, if we 
choose a sequence of open subintervals {I,,} such that Z 2 I, 3 I, 2 . . . and 
fl,, I,, = 0, then we have 
Y(Z,J 2 &f, h(x) > 0 = Y . 
Thus the discrete space X is the only interesting one where the set function 
Y defined by (16) could be a fuzzy measure. 
The following proposition is a discrete version of Theorem 1. We use the 
notation N(cr, /?) to denote the subset of positive integers {n: c1 <pa <p} 
and #E for the cardinal number of E. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let p be the additive measure satisfying (14), and 1 a set 
function induced by p and f such that f (x,) >p,, n = 1,2, 3, . . . . Then A is a 
fuzzy measure if and only if C, E NCa, BJ p,, converges for any u and a with 
0 < a < fl, or equivalently 
In particular 1 is a fuzzy measure if xF= 1 pn converges. 
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Now we turn to the non-discrete case and consider the same problem as 
before. We take the real line as X and the Bore1 field as 9. Let {X,} be a 
disjoint decomposition of X, i.e., X,, n X, = 0 (n #m) and Un X, = X, and 
let { pn} be a sequence of non-negative reals. A fuzzy measure i with the 
values 
WJ = P,,, n = 1, 2, 3, (17) 
may be similarly constructed, as in the discrete case, using an additive 
measure fulfilling Eq. (18) below. But here another slightly different con- 
struction will be given in Proposition 6. 
Let p be an additive measure on (x, 9)) which is absolutely continuous 
with respect o the Lebesgue measure and takes the values 
PL(XJ = Pn, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (18) 
Obviously p is a-finite. We prepare some trivial facts in the following 
LEMMA 4. (i) Let A,, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . be a sequence of o-finite fuzzy 
measures defined on a common o-algebra. Then A = C,“=, 2, is also a o-finite 
fuzzy measure on the same o-algebra. 
(ii) Let 2 be induced by a function axA. Then it holds that 
i(E) = a A p(A n E), EEJF”. 
The statement (ii) is true without any other condition on p if it is a fuzzy 
measure. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let I, be fuzzy measures induced by a,xx, for 
n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Then the set function 1 defined by 
A(E)= f UEn XJ, EE9 
n=l 
is a fuzzy measure. 
2 satisfies (17)oa,>,p,, n= 1,2, 3, . . . . 
The proof is almost immediate from the preceding lemma. 
For practical purposes, a finite decomposition { Xn> will be given a 
priori, numbers pn chosen according to the (subjective) importance of X,, 
respectively, and then a fuzzy measure 1 with the values as in (17) con- 
structed on the whole algebra by means of fuzzy integrals. If more delicate 
effect is to be required off to represent he various importance of X,‘s, then 
we would do better to select functions other than constant multiples of 
characteristic functions. As for general functions f and g in FM(p), we have 
I /+g < Ar+ 1, if p is (sub-)additive. 
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At the end of this section, we give an example to see an effect caused on 
an induced fuzzy measure by a usual monotone function. 
EXAMPLE. Let X= R and p be the Lebesgue measure on the real Bore1 
field .%. Let f: X + R be a strictly increasing, continuous function such that 
0 cf(x) < co (x E A-), lim f(x) = 0, and lim f(x) = co. 
n--cc n-m 
It is obvious that fE FM(p). The fuzzy measure I induced by f and p takes 
the following values for the interval Z= [a, b]: 
(i) Let -co<a<b<co. Then 
l(Z) = b - a in case minS(x) =f(a) 2 b -a, 
XEI 
and 
44 =S(-%) in casef(a) < b - a, 
where x0 is the unique solution of the equation f(x) + x = 6. 
(ii) Let -cc =u < b < cc. Then n(Z) =f(xo), x,, being the above 
solution. 
(iii) Let -co<u<b=co. Then n(Z)=co. 
Taking f(x) = exp(x) and g(x) = exp( -x), for example, A,-+ & will give 
a more complicated fuzzy measure and ;lf+g another one. 
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